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} NOTE

The products or assembly variants shown in these instruc-
tions for assembly and use may be subject to country-specific 
regulations. The product user bears the responsibility for com-
pliance with such regu lations. Subject to local regulations, we 
reserve the right not to supply all products illustrated here. 

Your Layher partner on the spot will be happy to provide advice 
and answers to all questions relating to the product approval, 
to their use or to specific assembly regulations.
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} 1. INTRODUCTION

General

These instructions for assembly and use relate to assembly, 
modifica tion and dismantling of a few representative appli-
cations of the Allround scaffolding from Wilhelm Layher 
GmbH & Co. KG, of Gueglingen-Eibensbach, Germany. The 
instructions give general information and cannot cover all 
the possible applications. If a construction deviates from 
these Instructions for assembly and use or other national 
health and safety requirements the scaffolding constructor  
has to develop suitable instructions relating to the stability 
of the scaffolding and to health and safety as part of the 
scaffolding erector‘s risk management process. The scaffol-
ding contractor must ensure that all reasonably foreseeable 
hazards to health and safety associated with the erection, 
use or dismantling are identified before and during instal-
lation/dismantling of the scaffolding. Any hazard identified 
must be assured in terms of risk and must be controlled 
by the scaffolding contractor. These instructions do not 
dispense with the scaffolding contractor‘s obligation to per-
form his or her own risk assessment for any particular site 
or work method. If you have any questions about specific 
applications, please contact your Layher partner.

Fig. 1: Layher Allround steel

Fig. 3: Layher Allround aluminium acc. to Z-8.22-64.1

Caution: The stability of the scaffolding must be verified and 
assured at all times, including the assembly, modification and 
dismantling state. Layher Allround scaffolding may only be 
assembled, modified and dismantled under the supervision of a 
qualified person and by technically trained employees.

During assembly, only original Layher scaffolding components 
identified with the conformity mark <Ü> and the appropriate 
German approval number (Z-8.22-64 for steel and Z-8.22-64.1 for 
aluminium) may be used.

Visually check all scaffolding components prior to instal-
lation and before they are used to ensure that they are in 
flawless condition. Do not use damaged components. 

Fig. 2

Fig. 4
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The scaffolding erector must stipulate, on the 
basis of how he assesses the risk, suitable mea-
sures to prevent or minimize risks for the 
actual case and/or the respective activities involved. 

The measures must be selected with due con-
sideration of the actual risk, their usefulness 
and their practical possibilities, and also depend-
ing on
• the qualification of the employees,
• the type and duration of the activity in the high-risk area,
• the possible fall height,
• the state of the surface onto which the employee might fall,
• the state of the workplace and its access and
• the local regulations.

Technical and personnel-related measures can be applied 
during assembly, modification and dismantling. Possible 
measures can include, depending on the assembly situation, 
the use of qualified personnel specifically informed of the 
respective risk situation, the use of the advance guardrail, or 
the use of suitable personal safety apparatus. In any event, 
the assembly sequence must be desig n ed such that side 
protection is installed at once, so that personnel work predo-
minantly in secured areas. 

If the use of personal safety apparatus (PSA) or of an advance 
guardrail is required or is specified by local regulations when 
Layher Allround scaffolding is being assembled, the attach-
ment points shown in section 2 or the advance guardrail as 
shown must be used. The suitability of PSA for fall prevention 
must be checked, with particular attention being given here 
to the assembly of the second and third scaffolding levels. 

Before the start of scaffolding work, the contractor must 
ascertain whether the planned working area contains equip-
ment that might endanger the employees. Assembly, modifi-
cation and dismantling may only be performed with appropri-
ate protective equipment. Scaffolding components must not 
be thrown; instead they must be handed over in such a way 
that they cannot slip or fall down. 

After completion of the assembly work and before 
every use of the scaffolding, a check must be 
conducted to ensure it is in good condition. 
With regard to the following instructions for assembly and 
use of the Allround scaffolding system, it must be pointed out 
that as a general principle scaffolding may only be assembled, 
modified or dismantled under the supervision of a qualified 
person and by technically trained employees adequately and 
specifically instructed in this work. To that extent, and with 
regard to use, we refer to the required conditions set forth in 
OSHA. In the following instructions for assembly and use, we 
provide the erector and the user, on the basis of our risk ana-
lysis, with advice on how to comply with the requirements of 
OSHA in the respective assembly situation. 

The technical details set forth in the 
instructions for assembly and use 
are intended to help the erector and/or user to com-
ply with the require ments of OSHA and are not 
mandatory specifications for them. The erector/
user must take the measures needed on the basis  
of his risk assessment to be prepared according to the pre-
conditions of OSHA at his own discretion, exercising all due 
care and diligence. The specific features of the individual 
case must be taken into account here. 

It is essential that the following instructions for assembly and 
use are complied with in every case. It is pointed out that all 
information, particularly that regarding stability in the assem-
bly variants, applies only when original Layher components 
identified with the approval numbers stated on page 4 are 
used. The installation of non-Layher parts can lead to safety 
defects and insufficient stability. 

The present instructions for assembly and use must be 
available to the supervisor and to the employees involved.

During assembly, modification and dismantling, as well as 
during use of the scaffolding, the national regulations for scaf-
folding design and health and safety concerning the erection 
and use of scaffolding must be complied with.

Caution: Assembly, alteration and dismantling of the Layher 
Allround scaffolding involves a risk of falls. Perform scaffol-
ding assembly work in such a way that the risk of falls is 
avoided as far as possible and that the residual risk is mini-
mized. Assembly situations where there is a risk of falls are 
indicated in these instructions with the following symbol 
inside the assembly pictures.

Fig. 5
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Inspection and documentation

The scaffolding erector must ensure that the scaffolding is che-
cked by the qualified person after completion of the assembly 
work, i.e. before handover to the scaffolding user. The inspec-
tion must be documented. If certain areas of the scaffolding 
are not ready for use, particularly during assembly, modification 
and dismantling, they must be identified with a prohibitory 
sign indicating “no entry”. In addition, it must be made clear by 
barriers that the structure has not been completed and hence 
must not be entered.

After completion of the scaffolding, it is useful to indicate that 
inspection has been passed by a clearly discernible identifica-
tion on the scaffolding itself for the duration of its use. 

Use

Every employer who requires personnel to use the scaffolding or 
parts of it must, in the course of the risk analysis in accordance 
with Section 3 of the German Ordinance on Industrial Safety and 
Health (BetrSichV), determine whether an inspection prior to use 
is required. The inspection is intended for confirmation of safe 
operation depending on the respective use of the scaffolding. 
After any unusual events that might have damaging effects on 

the safety of the scaffolding, the employer using it or causing 
it to be used must immediately ensure that an unscheduled 
inspection is performed by a qualified person. He must ensure 
that the scaffolding is checked for obvious defects before use. 
The employer causing scaffolding to be used is responsible for 
preserving its operational safety. If defects are found during this 
check, the scaffolding must not be used in those areas where 
there are defects until these have been eliminated by the scaffol-
ding erector. Subsequent alterations to the scaffolding are dee-
med as assembly, modification or dismantling and may only be 
performed by technically trained employees. If the scaffolding is 
used by several employers, simultaneously or successively, each 
employer must ensure that the above inspection is conducted.

The legal regulations of OSHA must be complied with governing 
the handling and use of work and protective scaffolding.

The basis for the Allround scaffolding approval in Germany 
are German and European standards. Allround scaffolding has 
been approved in many other countries and complies with 
British Standards. 

Caution: Differing and supplementary local regulations are not taken 
into account in these instructions, but must be complied with.

A detailed list of articles can be found in our catalogue, and infor-
mation on structural values in our technical documents.

Layher Allround scaffolding may be used as work scaffolding 
and protective scaffolding according to the stated load classes, 
and in compliance with the present instructions for assembly 
and use and with the stipulations in OSHA.

Fig. 6 No Entry Warning
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} 2. MEASURES TO PREVENT FALLS

Preventing falls during assembly, modification or 
dismantling of the scaffolding

General

In line with local regulations or as the result of a risk analysis 
per-formed by the scaffolding erector, personal safety appara-
tus against falls (PSAaf), an advance guardrail or a combination 
of the two may be necessary for assembly, modification or 
dismantling of the scaffolding.

Attachment points for the personal safety apparatus 
against falls (PSAaf)

If the use of PSAaf is planned for assembly of Allround scaf-
folding, the attachment points shown in Figs. 7 to 11 must be 
used. The attachment points shown have been verified by drop 
tests with original Layher Allround scaffolding. If Allround scaf-
folding uses components not identified in accordance with the 
requirements of the building authority approval Z-8.22-64, the 
suitability of the attachment points for the use of PSAaf must 
be verified separately by the scaffolding erector/constructor.

1, 2, 3 • To a standard going all the way through at the 
height of the scaffolding level and without joint, 
maximum 3‘-3“ (1 m) above the scaffolding 
level

4, 5 • To a rosette at the level of the ledgers. 
The ledgers must be already fitted.

6, 7 • To any rosette inside an assembled and finished 
scaffolding level

8, 9, 10 • To an O-ledger max. 6‘-6“ (2 m) above the 
assembled and finished scaffolding level. 
Standards projecting 6‘-6“ (2 m) above the scaf-
folding level are shown; the connection of the 
ledger to vertical standards protruding 3‘-3“ 
(1 m) is also permissible.

11, 12 • To a ledger inside an assembled and finished 
scaffolding level

Fig. 9: Attachment 
in small or large 
hole of the rosette 
is possible.
(only valid for Allround 
Scaffolding steel – not 
for aluminium)

Fig. 10: Attachment points on the Allround 
ledgers; bay length maximum 10‘-1“ (3.07 m)

Fig. 7 Fig. 8

Fig. 11: Attachment 
to an O-ledger

 WARNING
When assembling or dismantling scaffold, the scaffolder must 
be connected to an attachment point that is not part of (i.e. inde-
pendent of) the scaffold bay being assembled or dismantled.
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a1
b1 a2

b2

upper 
cross rung

upper 
U-section

lower 
cross rung

lower 
U-section

When PSAaf systems approved and type-tested specifically for 
scaffolding construction work are used, with 6‘-6“ (2.0 m) long 
PSAaf connecting means and PSAaf belts with webbing exte)nsion, 
the attachment point must be at least 3‘-3“ (1.0 m) above the 
standing surface.

If PSA belts without webbing extension and 6‘-6“ (2.0 m) long 
PSAaf connecting means are used, attachment is also possible 
at an intermediate ledger 1‘-7 1/2“ (50 cm) or at the ledger at the 
level of the standing surface or on the standard. Attachment at a 
lower point is not permissible.

The necessary clearance between the attachment point and the 
possible impact surface is for

PSAaf systems with webbing extension
a1) when attached overhead: at least 17.25‘ (5.25 m) (Fig. 13)
a2) when attached at guardrail level: at least 22.14‘ (6.75 m) (Fig. 14)

and for

PSAaf systems without webbing extension
b1) when attached overhead: at least 15.58‘ (4.75 m) (Fig. 13)
b2) when attached at guardrail level: at least 20‘-6“ (6.75 m) (Fig. 14)

 WARNING
The instructions for use of the PSAaf must be followed. For further 
directions on using PSAaf see BGI 5101 and BGI 663. 
If the clearance between the attachment point and the possible 
impact point is less than that required, there is a risk of injury.

Fig. 14: Assembly of end 
advance guardrail

Fig. 15: Details of end advance 
guardrail

A detailed description of the use, maintenance and care of the 
Layher advance guardrail can be found in the appropriate instruc-
tions for assembly and use of this system.

The Layher end advance guardrail can be convenient-
ly repositioned from above and below. The erector, stan-
ding on a secured level, pulls one of the cross rungs of 
the end guardrail downwards, or presses it down with his 
foot, to release the upper U-section. Then the end advance 
guardrail is swung outwards, moved upwards or downwards,
and the lower U-section fitted onto the installed ledger. Now one 
of the cross rungs must be pulled downwards or pressed with 
a foot until the upper U-section can be swung underneath the 
support ledger of the deck. The end advance guardrail is secured 
by releasing the cross rung. To use the first level, a ledger must 
be installed on the lower frame. It is used for bay lengths up to 
4‘-7“ (1.40 m).

Fig. 12: Attachment overhead Fig. 13: Attachment at guardrail 
leve3
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a b c

How the Layher advance guardrail works

The Layher advance guardrail consists of two basic components –
advance guardrail post and telescoping guardrail. The advance guard-
rail post a) or b) must be used depending on local regulations.

a. Advance guardrail post with connection for telescoping 
guardrail at 3‘-3“ (1 m) height

b. Advance guardrail post with connection for telescoping 
guardrail at 1‘-7“ (0.5 m) and 3‘-3“ (1 m) heights

c. Telescoping guardrail made of aluminium, for bay widths of 
6‘-6“ (2.00 m) to 10‘-1“ (3.07 m) and also for combined bay 
widths (e.g. 5‘-2“ (1.57 m) and 3‘-7“ (1.09 m) by bridging a 
standard axis

The advance guardrail post of the assembly safety rail 
can be fitted and dismantled by an erector from two
positions:
1. Assembly/dismantling from above
2. Assembly/dismantling from below

It must be ensured that both claws of the 
advance guardrail snap in completely and that 
the telesco-ping guardrail is attached using the 
tilting pins.

Fig. 20: Use of the advance guardrail in the access bay

Fig. 21: Detail of assembly of 
the advance guardrail in the 
access bay

Fig. 19: Connection of advance guardrail post to 
vertical standard

From left to right: 
Fig. 16 – Fig. 18
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} 3. GENERAL 

Allround scaffolding in steel and aluminium

Layher Allround scaffolding is made of steel and aluminium. Steel and 
aluminium components have different load-bearing capacities. 
Steel and aluminium Allround equipment can be distinguished 
by the tube thicknesses (steel .125“ = 1/8“ (3.2 mm); aluminium 
.157“ (4.0 mm) and the colour of the stickers (steel fluorescent 
red; aluminium fluorescent yellow). See also page 4.

Allround scaffolding of steel: Variants II and K2000+

The following two variants must be distinguished:

a. Variant II
Made until 1999.

b. K2000+
Made starting in 2000.

Both variants have different load-bearing capacities, but can be 
used interchangeably. In the case of these mixed structures, 
the lower load-bearing capacities of variant II are applicable.

The two kinds of standards differ in the form of the “small” holes 
(Figs. 25 and 26). The ledgers differ in the form of the wedge 
heads (Figs. 25 and 26).

Fig. 25 Fig. 26

Preventing falls during work 
on the scaffolding

Unless local regulations state otherwise, the three-piece side protec-
tion comprising handrail, intermediate rail and toe board must be installed
on the outside of the scaffolding at all working levels in use. 

When overlapping wooden planks are used, a third ledger at the 
level of 4‘-11“ (1.50 m) ensures the minimum guardrail height of 
3‘-3“ (1.0 m).

Fig. 22: Three-piece side protection 
in Allround scaffolding

Fig. 23: Toe board 
in U-section system

Fig. 24: Toe board 
in O-section system

If the maximum distance of 11‘-8‘ (30 cm) from the building 
wall is exceeded, side protection may be necessary on the 
inside of the scaffolding. In individual cases, side protection 
may be needed for smaller distances too.
If work is to be done on the façade, the design of the side pro-
tection must be checked.

1‘
-7

“
1‘

-7
“
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The rosette allows up to 
8 components to be con-
nected. When the small 
holes are used, the com-
ponents are automatically 
connected at right angles 
to one another. In the large 
holes, the connection 
angles are variable.

 WARNING
Incorrectly fitted scaffolding couplers reduce the stability of 
the scaffolding structure and can lead to its collapse. 
The wedge couplers must be hammered tight using a 1 lb 
(500 g) metal hammer until the blow bounces off. Screw 
couplers must be tightened with an at least 36.87 foot pounds 
(50 Nm) torque.

Supplementing the Allround scaffolding with 
scaffolding tubes, couplers and wooden planks

The Allround scaffolding can be supplemented with
• scaffolding tubes, 1.9“ (48.3 mm):   
 – steel tubes: .125“ = 1/8“ (3.2 mm)
  – aluminium tubes: .157“ (4.0 mm)
•  scaffolding couplers
• wooden planks

Scaffolding tubes can be connected using scaffolding couplers to stand-
ards, ledgers, brackets, lattice beams and other Allround compo-
nents. Scaffolding tubes connected using scaffolding couplers 
can have both a structural function (e.g. as bracket bracing, 
as lattice beam bracing, as special anchoring) and be used for 
secondary purposes.

When wooden planks are used, the permissible plank cross-
sections, maximum spans and other criteria for use in accor-
dance with local regulations must be complied with. Wooden 
planks must be secured against inadvertent lifting off and 
shifting. The permissible spans must be selected in accordance 
with OSHA regulations.

Wooden planks can be mounted in Allround scaffolding on 
transoms and additional support ledgers and arranged either 
overlapping or abutting. When mounting and overlapping the 
planks, the required minimum overlap in relation to the compo-
nents must be assured.

Fig. 28: Wooden planks butting Fig. 29: Wooden planks overlapping

Additional support ledgerTransom 

Fig. 27

 WARNING
After installation, i.e. before a load is put on the compo-
nents, the wedges must be hammered home using a 1 lb 
(500 g) metal hammer to ensure a non-positive connection. 
Metal hammer with larger heads are improper for knocking 
out the wedges.
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Important assembly instructions

Work on the scaffolding must always be performed wherever 
possible on a completely assembled and secured level.

 WARNING
Wedges must be hammered home immediately after assem-
bly of  the components using a 1 lb (500 g) metal hammer 
until the blow bounces off.)

The wedge couplers must be hammered tight using a 1 lb. 
(500 g) metal hammer until the blow bounces off. Screw 
couplers must be tightened with an at least 36.87 ft-lbs 
(50 Nm) torque.

Scaffolding may only be erected on sufficiently strong 
surfaces. Before assembling Layher Allround structures, 
the surface must be checked for sufficient load-bearing 
capacity. Suitable load-dis tributing bases must be selected.

The maximum spindle extension lengths must not be 
exceeded. One-sided positioning of the base plate can 
cause excessive stresses in its cross-section and collapse 
of the scaffolding.

The stability of the scaffolding must be verified and assured 
at any time, including all assembly status.

Anchoring must be installed continually as scaffolding 
assembly progresses. If necessary, sta bility must be assured by 
ballasting or bracing.

Decks must be prevented from being lifted out by lift-off 
preven ters. Only the temporary boards intended for this 
purpose may be used here, in compliance with their 
maximum span and loading capacity.

No personnel or loose objects may be on rolling towers when  
these are being moved. The wheels of the mobile tower 
must always be locked and may be released only when the 
tower is being moved.

} 4. BASIC COMPONENTS OF LAYHER 
ALLROUNDSCAFFOLDING

 1 Adjustable base plate
 2 Base collar
 3 Standard
 4 Support ledger 

 (U-ledger or O-ledger)
 5 O-Ledger
 6 Guardrail (O-ledger)
 7 End guardrail  

 (O-ledger)
 8 Diagonal brace
 9 O-/U-Scaffolding deck
 10 Toe board
 11 Anchoring

Fig. 30

Fig. 31
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Assembly variation 1

See page 15 for explanation of the Allround Wedgehead connection.

Fig. 32 Fig. 33 Fig. 34

Assembly variation 2

This variation provides adequate safety when using longer 
ledgers. The far end is laid with the wedge projecting through 
the rosette. This prevents slippage of the ledger. The near end 
is slipped onto the rosette and the wedge dropped into place. 
The wedge at the far end is lifted out of rosette allowing the 
head to be slipped onto the rosette and secured. Both wedges 
are hammered home. 

Fig. 35

Base plates
The base plates must be in full surface contact. All base plate 
types must be secured against slipping and sliding.

Spindle type and spindle extension length
Adjustable base plates with the biggest maximum spindle adjust-
ment may be used provided their load-bearing capacity is ensured 
in each case. If the surface is not level, swivelling base plates or 
wedge-type inserts must be used and secured against sliding.

Base collars
The base collars with rosettes are fitted over the height-
adjustable base plates and are suitable for forming the base. 
In special cases the base collars can be dispensed with.

Standards
The Allround standards are provided with rosettes at every 
 1‘-7 1/2“ (50 cm). They are available in lengths of 1‘-7 1/2“ 

(0.5 m), 3‘-3“ (1 m), 4‘-11“ (1.5 m), 6‘-6“ (2 m), 8‘-2“ (2.5 m), 
9‘-9“ (3 m) and 13‘-1“ (4 m). The many small openings in the 
rosette determine right-angled connections; the four large ope-
nings permit connections at any angle.

Ledgers
Ledgers serve as bracing elements, guardrails and ground supports. 
The wedge lock connection ensures a positive and non-positive 
connection with central load introduction between the standards 
and ledgers. 

Scaffolding deck

Allround scaffolding system decks – U-section and O-section

The scaffolding decks shown in these instructions for assembly 
and use are intended to act as examples and represent a cross-
section from the Layher range. Further scaffolding decks can be 
found in the Allround scaffolding catalogue. The decks must be 
selected to sustain the planned loads.
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Decks for mounting on O-sections

In the case of Layher system floors, two basic suspension vari-
ants are distinguished, resulting in different variants of support 
ledgers for brackets, ledgers, bridging ledgers etc.

The result is a modular scaffolding system designated in the  
following as the O-section variant. All assembly  
sequences in these instructions are shown with O-sections.

Integrated lift-off 
preventer

O-ledger

Fig. 36

O-steel decks old production

Installation of decks for mounting on O-sections

1. Swing back 
lift-off preventer.

2. Lay deck on 
ledger.

3. Swing lift-off 
preventer forward.

Lift-off preventer Secured 
Fig. 37 Fig. 38 Fig. 39

O-steel decks current production

1. Swing back 
lift-off preventer.

2. Lay deck on 
ledger.

3. Swing lift-off 
preventer forward.

Lift-off preventer Secured
Fig. 40 Fig. 41 Fig. 42
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1. Slide the wedge 
head over the 
 rosette.

2. Insert the 
wedge into a hole. 
The com-ponent is 
secure against shif-
ting and falling out.

3. Hammer down the 
wedge to provide a 
non-positive connec-
tion (use 1 lb (500 g) 
metal hammer until 
the blow bounces off).

Function principle of Allround wedge connection

Fig. 43 Fig. 44 Fig. 45

Depending on the length chosen for support ledgers, combina-
tions of decks with widths of 7-1/2“ (0.19 m), 1‘-0“ (0.32 m) and 
2‘-0“ (0.61 m) must be used to cover the entire area.

0.19“ = 7-1/2“
0.32“ = 1-1/2‘
0.61“ + 24.01“  2‘

Diagonals
The diagonals with wedge heads further brace the basic 
system consisting of standards and ledgers, and thanks 
to their high connection values facilitate safe, rigid and 
wobble-free scaffolding. They must be installed according 
to structural strength requirements. The standard version 
as per approval requires no diagonals.

Toe board
The toe board completes the three-piece side protection 
on the outside of the scaffolding. It can be dispensed 
with in external access bays.

 WARNING
One-sided positioning of the base plate can cause excessive 
stresses in its cross-section and collapse of the scaffolding.

O-ledger deck configuration

1 1/2“ 
(0.45 m)

1‘ 
(1 x 0.32 m)

1‘-7 1/2“ 
(0.50 m)

7 1/2“
(2 x 0.19 m)

2‘-5“
(0.73 m)

2 x 1‘ or 1 x 2‘
(2 x 0.32 m) or (1 x 0.61 m)

3‘-7“
(1.09 m)

3 x 1‘ or 1 x 2‘ + 1 x 1‘
(3 x 0.32 m) or (1 x 0.61 m + 1 x 0.32 m)

4‘-7“
(1.40 m)

4 x 1‘ or 2 x 2‘
(4 x 0.32 m) or (2 x 0.61 m)

5‘-1“
(1.57 m)

4 x 1‘ and 1 x 7 1/2“
(4 x 0.32 m) and (1 x 0.19 m)

6‘-9“
(2.07 m)

6 x 1‘
(6 x 0.32 m)

8‘-5“
(2.57 m)

7 x 1‘ and 1 x 7 1/2“
(7 x 0.32 m) and (1 x 0.19 m)

10‘-1“
(3.07 m)

9 x 1“ or 8 x 1‘ + 2 x 7 1/2“
(9 x 0.32 m) or (8 x 0.32 m + 2 x 0.19 m)
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} 5. FAÇADE SCAFFOLDING

Caution: Check the surface for sufficient load-bearing capacity, 
and lay out suitable load-distributing bases. 
The maximum spindle extension length must not be excee-
ded. When positioning, the maximum wall clearance must be 
ensured to prevent any risk of falls at the upper levels.

1. Assembly should be started at the highest point. In the first 
step, longitudinal ledgers and transoms must be laid out.

2. Place load-distributing bases at the joints.
3. Position adjustable base plates with attached vertical base 

collars on the load-distributing bases.
4. Connect ledgers in the small holes in the rosettes. Align the 

base frame of the façade scaffolding parallel to the façade 
using a spirit level. 

Caution: When positioning, stay within the maximum clearance 
from the wall, otherwise there is a risk of falling.

5. Then insert decks in the access bay. If temporary boards are 
used in assembly, longitudinal ledgers must also be installed.

6. Fit vertical standards. Install transoms.
7. Insert decks, secure them against lifting out, and stiffen the 

scaffolding with vertical diagonal braces. Stiffen at least every 
fifth bay  with vertical diagonal braces. If boards are used, a 
horizontal diagonal brace must be installed in the diagonal 
bay.

8. If necessary, lay out temporary boards.
9.  Insert the access deck and the remaining steel decks, then 

close the lift-off preventer. Knock in the wedges.Fig. 46

Fig. 47

Fig. 48

10.  Fit three-piece side protection comprising handrail, knee rail 
and toe board.

11. Attach vertical diagonal braces. 
12.  Fit access deck and steel decks, then close the lift-off pre-

venter. Knock in the wedges.
13.  Caution: Attach the necessary anchoring continually as 

scaffold ing assembly progresses. See the section on 
Anchoring with regard to this.
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Fig. 51

Assembly of the further scaffolding levels

Depending on the risk analysis, for scaffolding more than  26‘ 
(8 m) high (deck height above ground surface), building hoists 
should be used for assembly, modification and dismantling. As 
an exception to this, hoists can be dispensed with if the scaf-
folding height is no more than 46‘ (14 m) and the overall length 
of the scaffolding is no more than 32‘ (10 m).
For manual handling, an employee must stand at each level 
depending on the components being moved.

Caution: There is a risk of falls during assembly of the further 
scaffold-ing levels. Measures ascertained in the risk analysis 
performed by the scaffolding erector must be applied.

Caution: Keep the hatches in access decks closed at all times! 
Only open them when needed, and close them again immedia-
tely afterwards!

Fig. 50

Fig. 49

14.  Caution: Complete the top working level with three-piece 
side protection at the edges at risk from falls.
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Diagonal bracing

Fig. 52

 WARNING
Absent diagonal braces and/or horizontal ledgers reduce 
the stability of the scaffolding structure and can lead to its
collapse.

Continuous
diagonal bracing

Tower-type 
diagonal bracing

} 6. TOWER SCAFFOLDING

Tower scaffolding is used extensively for inspec-
tion work in industrial plant and shipyards etc., as mobile 
towers (supplemented by Layher rolling tower wheels, 
see section on Mobile Scaffolding Units), as the 
basis for birdcage scaffolding, or for dissipating vertical loads as 
support scaffolding (supplemented by Layher head jacks). The 
automatic rectangularity of Layher Allround equipment permits 
rapid and hence economical assembly and dismantling of this 
frequently used scaffolding type.

Caution: Check the surface for sufficient load-bearing capacity 
and lay out suitable load-distributing bases.

1. Lay out ledgers and place load-distributing bases at the corners.
2. Position adjustable base plates with attached base collars on 

load-distributing bases.
3. Connect ledgers in the small holes of the rosettes, align the 

base frame of the tower scaffolding using a spirit level.

Fig. 53

Fig. 54

Diagonal braces Allround scaffolding, at assemblies different 
from the standard assembly
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Fig. 57

4. Insert decks in the access area.
5. Fit vertical standards.
6. Fit O-ledgers.

7.  Stiffen all 4 sides of the scaffolding using vertical diagonal 
braces.Insert decks.

8. Knock in the wedges.

Fig. 55

Fig. 56
9.  Additional levels must be constructed in accordance with 

the scaffolding erector’s risk assessment.
10. Knock in the wedges.
11. Install vertical diagonal braces on all 4 sides of the interme-

diate level.
12. Attach support ledgers as side protection on the inside 

of the access deck in the intermediate level. Knock in the 
wedge to prevent the support ledger from shifting! 

13. On the working level, install the three-part side protection all 
the way round.

If necessary, stability must be assured by anchoring, ballasting, 
bracing or widening of the scaffolding.
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Fig. 59

Fig. 58

Fig. 60 Section A-A

Fig. 61

} 7. BIRDCAGE SCAFFOLDING

Birdcage scaffolding can be used to cover ceilings, and is 
also used as support scaffolding. Assembly is similar to that 
for tower scaffolding, with particular attention being given to 
bracing of the scaffolding structure. Check the surface for suffi-
cient load-bearing capacity, and lay out suitable load-distributing 
bases.

Arrange the vertical diagonal braces 
so that every axis of the birdcage 
scaffolding is stiffened by a brace in 
at least every fifth bay. Furthermore, 
use horizontal diagonal braces or, 
for example, decks (see section 
A-A) to ensure that the horizontal 
scaffolding levels are braced too. 
Caution: Stiffening in every fifth bay 
is the minimum requi red; absorption 
of greater loads requires a denser 
arrangement of diagonal braces.

} 8. SUPPORT SCAFFOLDING

With Layher Allround equipment, support scaffolding can be put 
up quickly and economically for the safe dissipation of loads.
Caution: Check the surface, and lay out load-distributing bases 
suit able for dissipating the loads.

Support scaffolding, e.g. for concreting of floors 

1. Falsework, for example when concreting floors, is erected in 
the same way as tower and birdcage scaffolding. 

2. At the top level, use vertical braces without spigots.

Caution: The load-bearing capacity for the loads to be absorbed 
must be verified, with particular attention to stiffening with ver-
tical diagonal braces, the bay width and the spindle adjustment 
of the base plates and head jacks.

3. Fit head jacks onto the vertical standards.

Caution: The loads of the formwork supports must pass centrally into the
head jacks. The formwork supports must be prevented from tilting.
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Fig. 62

The length of the vertical standards must be selected so that 
the ad-justable base plates and head jacks are extended as little 
as possible. If bracing of the spindles is necessary, a wedged 
swivel coupler with spindle insert must be used.

Heavy-duty tower

Heavy-duty tower for dissipation 
of high individual loads, made 
from standard material using the 
follow-ing additional parts:

• Head jack for heavy-duty tower
• Heavy-duty 4 way head collar
• Twin wedge coupler
• Heavy-duty 4 way base collar
• Base for heavy-duty tower

} 9. CIRCULAR SCAFFOLDING

Thanks to 8 possible connections and variable angle selection, 
curved surfaces can be enclosed with scaffolding without any 
problem. The following distinction is useful here:

Low diameter = rectangular scaffolding supplemented 
 with Layher steel planks.
High diameter = use of variable angle selection by 
 connection to the Allround rosette

Check the surface for sufficient load-bearing capacity and lay 
out suit able load-distributing bases. These bases must extend 
over both uprights.

1. Lay steel planks at the inside corners.
2. The support length of the steel plank when secured by at 

least two locking pins should be at least 2‘-4“ (10 cm).

Enclosing structures with low diameter

Fig. 65 Fig. 66

Fig. 64

For efficient, quick and safe 
construction of support scaf-
folding, we recommend the 
Allround support scaffolding 
frame TG 60. See instruc-
tions for assembly and use.

Fig. 63
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Fig. 67

Fig. 68 Fig. 69

Fig. 70

Fig. 71

1. Lay the ledgers to match the curvature of the round tank.
2. Lay load-distributing bases, and position spindles with 

attached base collars.
3. Align the base frame of the scaffolding using a spirit level.

Caution: When positioning, stay within the maximum clearance 
from the wall, otherwise there is a risk of falling.

Tip: Depending on the radius, it is an advantage to insert all 
ledgers into the large holes (see solution 1) or only the ledgers 
of the inter-mediate bays (see solution 2).

1 2

4. Fit vertical standards.
5. Insert decks as standing surface in the access bay.
6. Fit transoms.
7. Insert access deck.

Tip: When providing scaffolding for round tanks, use access 
decks with sideways-opening hatch.

8.   Insert decks in rectangular main bays, close the lift-off preventer.
  Stiffen at least every fifth bay with vertical diagonal brces.
10. Attach ledgers for intermediate bays.
11. Knock in all wedges.

Scaffolding round an oil tank with large diameter
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Fig. 72

13. Repeat these assembly steps until the required 
height has been reached. 

Caution: Anchoring must be installed continually 
while scaffolding assembly progresses.

12. Lay steel planks in the intermediate bays, not exceeding 
their permissible span. As soon as the minimum guardrail 
height is not attained, a third ledger at the 4‘-11“ (1.50 m) 
level is needed.

} 10. SUSPENDED SCAFFOLDING

To minimize the amount of material used for scaffolding at great 
height or when the ground is not sufficiently strong and is not 
usable for assembly, work surfaces can be made accessible 
by suspended scaffolding structures. Suspended scaffolding is 
used in a wide variety of versions, so the following assembly 
sequence is intended as an example.

Suspended scaffolding can be suspended in a variety of ways. 
Suspension from ceilings or other structural components is 
possible using wall-plugs, suspended scaffolding couplers, 
clamping couplers, beam grippers and chains.
Load absorption by the support systems must always be veri-
fied separately.

Caution: For suspended scaffolding, vertical stan-
dards with screw-in spigots must be used for 
reliable transmission of the tension forces 
occurring.

The screw-in spigots must be secured either 
with four M12 bolts or with hinged pins. 
When locking pins are used, the tensile force in 
the standard must be verified.

Fig. 73: Screw-in spigot

Fig. 74
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Fig. 75

Fig. 761. Assemble the ballasted tower scaffolding.

The necessary ballast must be ascertained by a structural 
strength cal culation. The safety must be verified and must be 
selected in accordance with local regulations. Only solid mate-
rials may be used as ballast.

2. Connect the lattice beams to the tower scaffolding and stif-
fen them with tube/coupler braces at the top and bottom 
chords.

3. Slide the tower scaffolding up to the edge so that the ends 
of the lattice beams extend beyond it.

4. Lay the temporary boards, complying with their maximum 
span.

Caution: Risk of falls. Perform this working step only with perso-
nal safety apparatus (PSA).

5. Use a standard coupler to connect vertical standards to the 
upper and lower chords of the lattice beam at the specified 
distance (if necessary using a transom as an assembly aid). 
Secure the couplers with forward-mounted couplers.

Tip: Install the vertical standards upside down, this makes later 
connection of further suspended vertical standards easier.

 6. Go to the level underneath.
7.  Fit horizontal ledgers and insert decks.
 8. Install the three-part side protection.
 9. Fit vertical diagonal braces on 3 sides.
 10. Connect vertical standards with screw-in spigots and 

secure them with each 2 bolts or 2 pins.

Repeat the working steps until the necessary depth has been 
obtained.
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Fig. 77

Fig. 78

11. Assemble the projecting part as described in the section 
on brackets.

12. Install the three-part side protection.

Tip: Alternatively to the assembly sequences shown, individual 
segments (e.g. the suspended part) can be preassembled on 
the ground and then attached to the projecting section using a 
crane. This reduces the risk of falls. The work must be perfor-
med so that the time spent in activities where there is a risk of 
falling is as short as possible.

} 11. MOBILE SCAFFOLDING UNITS

The use of mobile scaffolding units allows work on large areas 
with a small amount of material. Mobile scaffolding units can 
be provided with wheels to make them into rolling towers, or 
designed as cranemovable units.

Rolling towers

Caution: No personnel or loose objects may be on rolling towers 
when these are being moved. Rolling towers may only be 
moved by exerting force on their base, never on the upper part 
of the structure. The wheels of the mobile tower must always 
be locked unless the tower is being moved. Mobile towers may 
only be moved on flat surfaces.

1.  Lay the ledgers at right 
angles to one another, 
and lay the extended 
base collars at the ends.

2. Place wheels at the ends.

Caution: The wheels must be locked when the rolling tower is 
being assembled.

3.  Connect the two first ledgers in the small holes of the base 
collar and insert the wheel.

4.  Connect in sequence the base collars, wheels plus ledgers, 
but do not knock in the wedges.

5. Align the foot/base of the rolling tower using a spirit level.
6.  Install steel decks in the access area and secure them 

against lifting out. Knock in the wedges.
7. Place standards on the vertical base collars.
8. Continue installation as with scaffolding towers.
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Fig. 79 Crane-movable units

If rolling towers cannot be 
used, for example due to 
uneven ground, scaffolding 
units must be designed for 
movement by crane. Suitable 
crane suspension devi-
ces must be used. Crane-
movable scaffolding units 
can also be used when job 
planning calls for segment-
by-segment pre-assembly 
and connection of units.

 WARNING
The joints of the vertical standards must be firmly con-
nected to one another. It must be checked whether vertical 
standards with screw-in spigot or vertical standards with 
press-in spigot secured with locking pins must be used.

The spindles must be prevented from falling out.

Fig. 80: Spindle 
attachment with 
wedge head

Fig. 81: Connection 
of vertical standards 
with locking pin

Fig. 82: Connection 
of vertical standards 
with screw-in spigot

Caution: The stability of each mobile scaffolding unit must be 
verified individually. If necessary, stability must be assured by 
anchoring, ballasting, bracing or widening of the scaffolding.

} 12. ANCHORING

Caution: Anchoring is essential for the stability of the scaffolding 
and must be continually installed as scaffolding assembly pro-
gresses.

Only provide anchoring on sufficiently strong components, if neces-
sary testing the anchoring surface by pull-out tests. A check can be dis-
pensed with if sufficient load-bearing capacity can be assessed on the
basis of professional experience and the service value of the anchoring
force A  does not exceed 337 kbs (1.5 kN) or in the case 
of reinforced concrete according to DIN 1045, 1,348  lbs. 
(k6.0 kN). Provide evidence for the load-bearing capacity of 
all fastening devices (anchors, ring screws, wall plugs) for
the anchoring forces.

 WARNING
Absent or insufficiently strong anchoring reduces the 
stability of the scaffolding structure and can lead to its 
collapse. Anchoring may only be installed and removed 
by the scaffolding erector.

The scaffolding can be anchored using the following aids.

Anchoring with wall plug and ring screw in walls 

• Allround wall tie
• Wall tie, short, with 1 standard coupler on the inner standard
• V-type anchor with wall ties
• Wall tie, long, with 2 standard couplers on 2 standards
• O-ledger

Anchoring on support structures using clamping couplers and tube/
coupler structures

• Anchoring on vertical components
• Anchoring on horizontal components
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Fig. 87

Fig. 86

The anchorings shown differ in their force absorption and are 
not interchangeable without a renewed inspection!
Wall ties and other tube and coupler anchorings must be 
attached directly adjacent to the stiffened rosettes.

1. Connect Allround wall tie 
with standard coupler to 
standard, inserting the wall 
tie into the ring screw. 

2. The rear end of the Allround 
wall tie must enclose the 
U-section.

1. Connect short wall tie with 
standard coupler to inside 
standard, inserting the wall 
tie into the ring screw. This 
type of anchoring cannot 
transmit parallel forces to 
the façade.

Allround wall ties only in conjunction with U-sections

Wall tie, short, with one standard coupler

1. Connect wall tie with 
standard coupler to stan-
dard, inserting the wall tie 
into the ring screw.

2. Connect second wall tie 
with standard coupler to 
first wall tie, inserting the 
wall tie into the ring screw.

3. Alternatively: Connect both 
wall ties to the standard.

V-type wall ties

Fig. 83

Fig. 84

Fig. 85

1. Connect wall tie with 2 
standard couplers to both 
standards, inserting the 
wall tie into the ring screw.

Wall tie, long up to 4‘-9“ (1.45 m) with 2 standard couplers

Anchoring on steel supports with 
the aid of clamping couplers.
1. Attach clamping couplers 

lightly to the scaffolding 
tube, then slide them up to 
the flange of the support.

2. Couplers must firmly 
 enclose the flange.
3. Tighten the couplers.

Anchoring on concrete sup-
ports or jacketed supports 
by tube/ coupler structure. 
Tighten all couplers.

Anchoring on vertical components

1. Connect ledger with stan-
dard couplers to both stan-
dards, sliding the wedge 
head over the ring screw.

2. Push the wedge through 
the ring screw and secure 
it by a hammer blow. 

Horizontal ledger with 2 standard couplers
With very wide scaffolding structures, it may be necessary to 
anchor with the aid of a horizontal ledger.

Fig. 88

Fig. 89
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Fig. 90

Fig. 91: Anchoring configuration every 26‘-3“ (8 m), 
staggered by 13‘-1 1/2“ (4 m) in the vertical. 

Fig. 92: Anchoring configuration 13‘-1 1/2“ (4 m)

Fig. 93: Anchoring configuration 6‘-6“ (2 m   )

Anchoring on horizontal beams 
using tube/coupler structure, in 
the case of steel beams with the
aid of clamping couplers. 
Assembly sequence corre-
spond-ing to those for ancho-
ring on steel or concrete sup-
ports.

Anchoring on horizontal components

Anchoring configuration

The selection of the anchoring configuration depends on the 
bay width, the load on the scaffolding, live load, wind load and 
the structural height of the scaffolding. The anchoring confi-
guration must be selected with due consideration of these 
factors. Three typical anchoring configurations are shown here 
as examples.

As the load on the scaffolding increases, the anchoring configu-
ration must become denser in order to pass the forces safely 
into the anchoring surface. The denser the anchoring configura-
tion, the lower the forces on the individual wall ties.

Anchoring is particularly important if the scaffolding is covered 
with nets or tarpaulins. Subsequent covering requires 
additional anchoring.

Fig. 95: Anchoring configuration every 26‘-3“ (8 m), staggered 
by 13‘-1 1/2“ (4 m) in the vertical. 
Anchor the standards to the scaffolding end at every 
13‘-1 1/2“ (4 m). Anchor the remaining standards as shown. 
Vertical anchor spacing 26‘-3“ (8 m), staggered by 13‘-1 1/2“ 
(4 m) in adjacent axes).

Fig. 96: Anchoring configuration every 13‘-1 1/2“ (4 m) stan-
dards anchored every 13‘-1 1/2“ (4 m) in the vertical.

Fig. 97: Anchoring configuration every 6‘-6“ (2 m) standards 
anchored every 6‘-6“ (2 m) in the vertical. Dense anchoring con-
figuration for high wind loads (e.g. tarpaulin covering).
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Fig. 94

Fig. 95

} 13. ACCESSES

To prevent falls and hazards for health and safety, Layher recom-
mends the use of external landing-type stairway accesses, 
especially when 
• material is transported through the access,
• the height of access exceeds more than 32‘-9“ (10 m), or
• extended working is done from the scaffolding).

Internal access – hatch

Internal ladder access with hatches.
Arrange hatch openings offset.

Caution: Keep hatches in access deck 
closed when not in use. This also 
applies for transporting the access 
decks. At the bottom level of
the access bay, scaffolding decks 
must be installed as a ladder 
support surface.

Internal access – support 
ledgers

1. Fit longitudinal ledgers on 
the inside and outside of the 
access bay at the deck level.

2. Install support ledgers trans-
verse to the longitudinal 
ledgers.

3. Insert steel decks 1‘-7 1/2“ (50 
cm) shorter than the bay length, 
and close the lift-off preventer.

4. Attach storey ladder.

Local regulations must be che-
cked as to whether the opening 
must be closed during working.

Landing-type stairway access in façade scaffolding

1. An additional outer bay is fitted to the scaffolding as descri-
bed under section 5.

2. Lay the landing-type stairway over the transoms, and close 
the lift-off preventer.

Fig. 96

Fig. 97

Fig. 98

External access

1. Fit additional longitudinal ledgers above the handrail of the 
last-but-one scaffolding level and at deck level.

2. Fit the offset guardrail standard above the aforementioned 
longitudinal ledger and connect it using ledgers to the vertical 
standard.

3. Fit the toe board and secure it using a half-coupler with toe 
board pins to the offset guardrail standard.

4. Fit the swing over gate.
5. Fit the tube on the transom using two swivel couplers.
6. Connect storey ladder to the tube using two standard couplers.

Local regulations must be 
checked as to whether an 
external access is possible. If 
possible, the requirements to 
handholds and ladder projec-
tion must be made according 
to local regulations. Normally 
a ladder projection of 3‘-3“ 
(1 m) is required.
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Landing-type stairway tower, free-standing

Check surface for sufficient load-bearing capacity and lay 
suitable load-distributing bases.

1. Assembly is as for the landing-type stairway access in the 
façade scaffolding, but with 4 standards.

2. The minimum width of the landing-type stairway tower is 4‘-7“ 
(1.40 m).

3. At the exit, fit two stairway guardrail adaptors to the standard 
at the rosettes.

4. Place the stairway guardrail at the top over the stairway guardrail 
adaptors and at the bottom over the ledgers, then knock in 
the wedges.

5. Fit the ledgers as a handrail and knee rail.
6. Fit a support ledger in the middle on the upper longitudinal 

ledgers.

 3. At the entry to the landing-type stairway, fit two stairway 
guardrail adaptors to the rosettes on the outer standard.

 4. Attach standards and then fit ledgers.
 5. Place the stairway guardrail at the top over the ledgers and 

at the bottom over the stairway guardrail adaptors.
 6. Fit second scaffolding level, see section 5.
7.  Fit next landing-type stairway, see item 2.
 8. For the upper exit area, fit a bracket from the secured level; 

see chapter on fitting brackets and steel decks.

Attach the necessary anchorings continually in accordance 
with structural strength requirements, see the section on 
Anchoring in this respect.

 9. At the exit from the landing-type stairway, connect two 
stairway guardrail adaptors to the rosettes on the outer 
standard.

 10. Place the stairway guardrail at the bottom over the ledgers 
and at the top over the stairway guardrail adaptors.

 11. Fit the three-piece side protection.

Fig. 99

Fig. 100
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Stairway tower 500

Check surface for sufficient load-bearing capacity and lay 
suitable load-distributing bases.

1. Lay longitudinal ledgers and transoms, twin wedge 
coupler,incl. temporary assembly ledgers of 8‘-5“ (2.57 m).

2. Place the load-distributing bases at the joints.
3. Position adjustable base plates with attached vertical base 

collars on the load-distributing bases.
4. Connect ledgers in the small holes of the rosettes, align the 

base frame of the stairway tower using a spirit level. 
5. Fit the twin wedge coupler.
6. Lay steel decks in the entry bay, and close the lift-off preventer.
7. Fit vertical standards onto the vertical base collars.

 8. Fit ledgers.
 9. At the stairway entry and exit fit a ledger with gap cover 

instead of the normal ledger.
10. Remove the ledgers 8‘-5“ (2.57 m) and fit the stairway 
  stringers.

Fig. 101

Fig. 102

Fig. 103

Fig. 104
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11. Lay the steel decks, starting from the bottom, on the 
stringers and ledgers, then close the lift-off preventer. 
Assembly must take the scaffolding erector’s risk assess-
ment into account.

12. Install diagonal braces.
13. Fit stairway and landing guardrails.

14. Lay the gap cover on the ledgers and close the lift-off pre-
venter. 

15. Fit the twin wedge couplers to the second rosette above 
the steel decks.

Fig. 107: Twin wedge coupler

Fig. 108: Gap cover

Fig. 105

Fig. 106

Fig. 109

16. Repeat the assembly sequence until the required height of 
the stairway tower is reached.

Attach the necessary anchorings continually in accordance with 
structural strength requirements, see the section on Anchoring 
in this respect.
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} 14. LAYHER LADDER GUIDE
Information and user guidance for Layher vertical scaf-
fold ladders. A run is set together out of several ladders 
(single units). OSHA, CSA and local codes require rest 
platform or complete ladder breaks.

 WARNING
Serious INJURY or DEATH can result from your failure to 
follow all applicable safety requirements of OSHA, CSA, 
federal, state and local regulations., the Layher Safety 
Guidelines, the Layher Erection Manual when erecting, 
using and dismantling this scaffold!.

1. Inspect ladders for any 
defects:
• Dents on the rail.
• Dents on rungs
• Cracks on weld. seam- 
connection between rung 
and rail.

2. Inspect ladder brackets for any defects:
• Bracket in correct shape.
• Bracket bolts in place.
• Threads in working condition.
• Clamp complete and in working condition.

3. Inspect ground condition:
• Scaffold and ladder legs shall rest on dry and solid ground.
• Supportive or sills needed.
• Make sure scaffold is correctly tied into support structure 
and anchored.

 WARNING
Scaffold can tip over if not anchored into support 
structure. Follow all applicable safety requirements of 
OSHA, CSA, federal, state and local regulations on tie 
in spacing and correct anchoring.

Fig. 110

Fig. 111

Fig. 112
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4. Start assembly of first 
ladder:
• Attach first bracket 
underneath 2nd rung from 
the bottom up.
• Attach second bracket 
on top of 2nd rung from 
top down.
• If the first unit is a 3 ft 
ladder the second bracket 
needs to sit on top of the 
top rung.

5. Attach ladder bracket clamps to 
scaffold leg chosen for access:
• Turn the ladder towards the 
deck level for easy access
• Rest bottom rails on concrete 
or a mud sillat all other ground 
conditions.
• Lay clamps around scaffold 
leg and tie down bolt clamp 
to 36.87 ft/lbs (50 Nm) or tap 
wedge clamp tight.

6. Second and all following ladder sections per run:
• Attach 1 ladder bracket on top or the 2nd rung from the 
top down.
• AAssemble ladder from a secure position behind guard 
rails, tied off.
• Slide rails of ladder onto pins of already installed and 
secured lower ladder unit.
• Make sure that both ladders are the same width.
• Do not use force to fix the sections together, if correct 
ladders are used they should slide in without any force.

3 ft 5 ft 6 ft

• Lay clamp around scaffold leg and tie down bolt clamp to 
36.87 ft/lbs (50 Nm) or tap wedge clamp tight.

 WARNING
DO NOT hammer on rungs or force ladder pieces 
together.

Fig. 113

Fig. 114
Fig. 115
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7. Repeat until top ladder is a minimum of 3 ft over the plat-
form.

8. Maximum ladder runs require rest platforms or complete 
breaks.
OSHA requires a rest platform every 35 ft vertically. Local or 
company codes might require a shorter access or even a com-
plete break (see OSHA and CSA).
CSA requires a build with a complete break every 16.5 ft (5 m), 
meaning the person climbing needs to access a platform and 
then walk over to the other side of the platform and from there 
they can access the next ladder.

 WARNING
DO NOT step, hold or climb on ladder unless all bolts 
and clamps are ssecurely tightened!

Fig. 116

Fig. 117 Fig. 118
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 WARNING
DO NOT hammer on rungs or force ladder pieces 
together.

9. Dismantling of the ladder will follow the erection process in 
reverse:
• Dismantle from a secure position behind guard rails, tied 
off.
• First open clamp on top ladder bracket.
• Take ladder out towards the top.
• Repeat on the next lower level.

DO NOT hit rungs with hammer to break lose the ladder units!

External vertical ladder access with swing gate:

10. Guard rail post:
• Mount at the side of the entry a ledger 1‘-6“ (0.5 m) below 
the working level. Connect the cranked guardrail standard 
(Item-No. 2606.170) to the ledger at board level and the 
ledger below. Use rosettes to connect regular ledgers as 
guardrails.

11. Swing Gate
• Connect the swing gate (Item-No. 0714.584 or 2627.xxx) 
to the guardrail standard so that the swing gate always 
opens to the inside of the scaffold.

12. Dismantling of the ladder will follow the erection pro-
cess in reverse. See description of No. 9. Fig. 119
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Fig. 120

} 15. DECK CUTOUTS AND DECK INSERTS

Support ledger

1. Fit longitudinal ledgers on the inside and outside at the deck 
level.

2. Lay, position and secure the support ledgers on the two lon-
gitudinal ledgers.

3. Lay steel decks of appropriate length on the transoms and 
support ledgers, and close the lift-off preventer.

4. Suspend the storey ladder from the transom.

Local regulations must be checked as to whether the opening must be 
closed during working.

Recesses and accesses are easily constructed using the spe-
cial cylindrical tube ledger

1. Screw in the cylindrical tube special ledger horizontally at the 
required points above the steel deck edges.

2. Close the locking hook of the special cylindrical tube ledger.
3. Insert the steel decks and prevent them from lifting off.

The holes in the flanges of 
the T4 steel decks permit 
insertion of  1-1/3“ (3.7 
mm) steel tubes.

1. Fit the two outer T4 steel 
decks of the main scaffold-
ing on the transom.

2. Insert the  1-1/3“ (3.7 
mm) steel tube through 
the openings in the webs 
of the T4 steel deck.Special cylindrical tube ledger

Steel deck T4

3. Secure the  1-1/3“ (3.7 mm) steel tube at the ends with 
reducing couplers, 1.9“ x 1.3‘ (48.3 x 33.7 mm.

4. If the niche variant is selected, ensure that the)  1-1/3“ (3.7 
mm) steel tube is stiffened on the opposite side with vertical 
tubes.

Fig. 124

Fig. 121

Fig. 122

Fig. 123
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Fig. 125

Fig. 126

Fig. 127

} 16. CORNER SOLUTIONS

Erect the scaffolding starting from the outer corners of the buil-
ding. Any equalizing bays necessary must not be inserted in the 
corner area. The entire scaffolding width must be maintained 
round the corners.

With 4 vertical standards and short decks.

With 2 vertical standards.

With bridging ledgers and 4 vertical standards.

The corner structures shown here represent outside corners. 
Inside corners can be made in the same way.

Bridging ledger
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Fig. 128

Fig. 129

} 17. BRACKETS 

Close the gap between the bracket and the scaffolding deck 
in the main bay according to local regulations (e.g. using 
longitudinal ledger). All assembly work on brackets should 
be performed from the secured lower level.

Bracket 0.39 m
1. Fit 1‘-3“ (0.39 m) bracket to 

the rosette.
2. Lay steel deck and close the 

lift-off preventer.

Bracket 0.73 m
1. Fit 2‘-5“ (0.73 m) bracket to 

the rosette.
2. Fit the bracket brace.

 Caution: Bracing is required in 
any event.

3. Lay steel decks and close 
the lift-off preventer.

Birdcage bracket, 1.09 m

Cantilevered decks using standards, ledgers and diag. braces

1. Fit 3‘-7“ (1.09 m) birdcage 
bracket to the rosettes.

2. Lay steel decks and close 
the lift-off preventer.

3. Connect vertical standard to 
the wedge head of the 3‘-7“ 
(1.09 m) birdcage bracket.

Bracket in projection
1. Preassemble the bridging 

ledger, the base collar and 
the diagonal brace. For a  bet-
ter dismantling, the diagonal 
brace can be positioned on 
the outside of the scaffold, if 
appropriate. 

2. Connect the preassembled 
unit with the diagonal head 
to the upper rosette of the 
vertical standard.

1. Fit both ledgers.
2. Connect the vertical standard.
3. Fit the diagonal brace.
4. Lay steel decks and close 

the lift-off preventer.

Bracket 0.69 m, adjustable

1. Fit 2‘-3“ (0.69 m) adjustable bracket to the rosette.
2. In the pushed-in position, lay two steel decks, 7-1/2“ (0.19 m) 

wide. In the pulled-out position, lay three steel decks, 7-1/2“ 
(0.19 m). The maximum loading of the bracket depends on 
the pulled-out length.

Fig. 130 Fig. 131

Fig. 132

Fig. 133

Fig. 134
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Fig. 135

Fig. 136

Fig. 137

Fig. 138

3. Press the bridging ledger 
outwards and attach the 
wedge head to the rosette 
of the vertical standard.

4. Repeat the process on the 
opposite side.

5. Lay steel decks and close 
the lift-off preventer.

6. Fit vertical standards onto 
the base collars and install 
O-ledger on deck level.

7. Fit three-piece side protec-
tion, comprising handrail, 
knee rail and toe board. 
Knock in the wedges.

Verify in each case that 
the scaf-fold  ing structure has 
sufficient load-bearing capacity.

} 18. BRIDGING WITH LATTICE BEAMS

Bridging of gate entrances, building projections, balconies or 
openings is possible using Allround lattice beams (Fig. 138/139) 
or trusses made using vertical diagonal braces (Fig. 140).

Bridging variant with lattice beam

1. Connect the lattice beam with 4 wedge heads to the ver-
tical standards from the secured level underneath it.

2. Fit the spigot for the lattice beam at the centre of the latter, 
using temporary boards and assuring they have the correct 
span.

3. Attach the anchoring of the lattice beam centrally.
4. Insert the lattice beam ledger using the spigots of the lattice 

beam.
5. Insert the steel decks, close the lift-off preventer.
6. Place vertical standards onto the spigots for the lattice 

beam.
7. Fit the three-piece side protection.
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Fig. 139 Fig. 140

Bridging variant with framework beam

With Allround latti-
ce beams, birdca-
ge scaffold ing can 
be constructed 
with less materi-
al, for exam ple in 
ships.

Bridging is also possible in the form of trusses made using vertical 
diagonal braces. For the assembly sequence, see the section on 
brackets in projection.
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Protection net

The nets must be attached to horizontal ledgers at the bottom 
(at the working level) and at the top 6‘-6“ (2 m) above the working 
level. For protection nets, 3 horizontal ledgers 3‘-3“ (1.0 m) 
apart are required. Only nets designed for this purpose may 
be used.

1. To fit the protection net, ledgers are required on the outside 
at the top working level.

2. A toe board and a handrail are required in any event.

For protection nets without quick strap fasteners:
3. In the first step, fit the handrail of the top level.
4. Thread the net into the ledger at the deck level with every 

mesh. Connect ledger.
5. Thread the net into the top ledger with every mesh. Connect 

ledger.

For protection nets with quick strap fasteners:
6. The ledger at the deck level can be fitted from the secured 

level underneath it.
7. Fit handrail of the top level.
8. With quick strap fasteners, the protection net must be 

attached to the ledgers at every 2‘-5 1/2“ (75 cm). All quick 
strap fasteners must be firmly closed.

Caution: Protection nets must be checked. If older protection 
nets are used, it must be verified in tests that the maximum 
tensile strength of the net yarn is still at least 449.6 lbs. (2 kN).

Fig. 143: With quick strap 
fasteners

Fig. 142: Without quick strap 
fasteners

Fi
g.

 1
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} 19. BRICK GUARD

The geometrical dimensions of the brick guard, e.g. width of the scaf-
folding, clearance from the eaves, must be adapted to local 
requirements. Scaffolding widening using brackets may be 
necessary.
Caution: At the top level, only decks intended for this application 
and duly tested may be used!

The façade scaffolding must be constructed as described in sec-
tion 5. At the top level 13‘-1“ (4 m) standards must be used on 
the outside, and they must be strengthened by an additional tube 
or standard connected on the outside.

1. To assemble the brick guard, 
ledgers are required on the 
outside at the level of the top 
deck. These must be fitted 
from the secured level under-
neath (for example, install 
external standards as shown 
in the figure).

2. Position the lower brick 
guard on the ledger, swing it 
outwards over the rosette as 
shown, and wedge it tight.

3. Place the upper brick guard on it and assemble it in the same 
way.

4. Install the toe board.

Brick guard
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} 20. BEAM GRIPPER

Assembly and Use Instructions

0725.513 
Beam Gripper
Wt. 24.7 lbs. (11.2 kg), without chain

1. A safe working platform with side protection will be needed 
for assembly of beam gripper (0725.513), chain for beam grip-
per (4014.300) and load hook from beam gripper (0725.514).
2. Free the securing bracket and open the beam gripper 
(part 0725.513).
3. Close the gripper pliers onto bottom chord of the steelbeam, 
and the securing bracket will automatically lock into place.
4. Wrap chain (4014.300) in two runs over the pivot bolt 
located on the bottom center of the beam gripper and below 
the pivot bolt located on top of the load hook. Wrap the free 
end of the chain around the load hook and tuck into the 
shortening claw, adjusting to the desired assembly height of 
the lattice girder.

4014.300 
Chain for Beam Gripper
9.8’ (3.0 m) Wt. 6.8 lbs. 
(3.1 kg)

0725.514 
Load Hook for Beam Gripper
Wt. 6.8 lbs. (3.1 kg)

5. Load hook can only be used with 450/500 lattice beams.  
 Additional bracing of lattice beams may be required. 
6. Chains must be checked every 12 months for maintenance.
7. Dimensions of I beam:
 Maximum flange width: 11.8” (30 cm)
 Maximum flange thickness: 1.4” (3.6 cm)
 Maximum I-joist web thickness: 0.75” (1.9 cm)

Unfix securing bracket and open the beam gripper (part 
0725.513). Close the gripper jaws onto bottom chord of the 
steel beam, and the securing bracket will lock into place.

 WARNING
Load capacity of the steel beams has to be checked in 
particular case. Overloading could result in a break-
down of the beams!

 WARNING
Gripper, chain and hook have a permitted capacity of 2.2 kipf 
(10.2 kN).

 WARNING
Load capacity of the lattice girders can differ due to the 
support distance of the load hooks.

Fig. 144

Fig. 145

Fig. 146

Fig. 147
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Detail showing locked securing 
bracket.

Wrap the chain in two runs over 
the pivot bolt located on the bot-
tom center of the beam gripper. 

Continue wrapping the chain 
below the pivot bolt located on 
top of the load hook.

Wrap the free end of the chain 
around the load hook and tuck 
into the shortening claw, adjus-
ting to the desired assembly 
height of the lattice girder.

Overall view of chain link 
tucked into shortening claw.

Finished assembly of 
beam gripper, chain and 
load hook.

Suspended scaffold / construction must be secured 
against swinging on site. (Safe access to the plat-
form has to be considered on site).

Fig. 148

Fig. 149

Fig. 150 Fig. 151

Fig. 152

Fig. 153
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Fig. 154

Fig. 155

Fig. 156

Fig. 157

} 21. GROUND ADJUSTMENT

For adjustment to the ground, it is recommended that scaffolding 
assembly starts at the highest point of the assembly surface.

The adjustment to ground irregularities and height differences in 
the ground is achieved using adjustable base plates.

Caution: The maximum loading of the base plate must not be excee-
ded when adjusting it, and if necessary it must be stiffened with 
a tube connected to the base plate by a wedged swivel coupler 
with spindle insert. If the bay is diagonal, the base plate must 
be stiffened.

Major height differences can be balanced out by additional 
vertical standards. Additional standards must be stiffened to 
the base point.

Bearing on firm, sloping surfaces 
is achieved by using swivelling 
base plates. 
Caution: Here in particular the 
load-distributing base and the 
base plate must be secured 
against slipping, and suffici-
ent structural strength of the 
swivelling base plate must be 
assured. Base plates must be in 
full surface contact.

} 22. CHANGES IN STANDARD 
CONFIGURATION
The Allround scaffolding can be optimally adjusted to local 
conditions. Considerable variability results from the different 
possibilities for changing the standard configuration.

Cross sectional tapering of wide scaffolding

1. Assemble scaffolding as 
described in section 5, using 
bridging ledgers in the trans-
verse direction.

2. Fit spigots with half-couplers 
in the intended 

 configuration dimension 
on the upper chord of the 
bridging ledger.

3. Insert decks and secure 
them against lifting off.

4. Assemble the next level with 
the reduced width.

Caution: Check that the bridging 
ledgers have sufficient load-
bearing capacity.

Can be applied in similar fashion for birdcage scaffolding. This proce-
dure can be used to shorten the grid length of the scaffolding. See also
section on Installation of brackets.
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} 23. USE OF THE SCAFFOLDING

• After assembly of the scaffolding, it must be identified by the 
scaffolding erector in accordance with section 1.

• The scaffolding may only be entered via its accesses; 
 climbing up the scaffolding is prohibited.
• No heavy objects may be thrown onto scaffolding decks, 

which may only be subjected to the maximum loads listed 
for the specified load classes.

• Jumping onto scaffolding decks is prohibited.
• No ladders, boxes etc. may be used at the top scaffolding 

level to increase the working height.
• When storing components, take the necessary passage 

width into account at least 7 1/2“ (20 cm) and prevent any 
risks of stumbling.

• Only decks that are complete may be walked on.
• The scaffolding may only be entered via its accesses; 
 climbing up the scaffolding is prohibited.
• Hatches in access decks must be closed when not in use.

Additionally applicable for rolling towers
• The wheels of the rolling tower must be locked before it is 

used.
• No personnel or materials may be on the tower while it is 

being moved. Movement only by applying manual force to 
the base.

• The travel path must be level and free of obstructions.

} 24. DISMANTLING THE SCAFFOLDING

To dismantle scaffolding, the sequence of working steps 
described for assembly must be reversed. The stability of the 
scaffolding must be varified and assured to all dismantling sta-
tus. The following must be noted in addition:

• Anchoring must not be released until the scaffolding levels 
above it have been completely dismantled.

• Components of which the connectors have been released 
must be removed immediately.

• Removed scaffolding components must not be thrown off 
the scaffolding.

• Scaffolding components must be stored properly.

 WARNING
• Prevent unintended disconnection of load bearing 
member wedges (e.g. diagonal braces) when knocking 
out wedges. Inadvertent disconnection of load bearing 
members reduce the stability of the scaffolding struc-
ture and can lead to its collapse.

• When using PSAaf don’t connect to an attachment 
point, that is part of the dismantled structure. 

 NOTICE
To avoid unintended jumping out of wedges adjacent to the 
wedge to be unfastened, it is recommended to put a hand 
on top of the wedges to be secured from jumping out. 

Fig. 158: 

Fig. 159: 
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} 25. COMPONENTS

Vertical support elements of steel and aluminium

Standard, steel, with pressed-in spigot,
Ref. No. 2603.xxx, 1‘-7 1/2“ (0.5 
– 4.0 m)

Standard, steel, without spigot,
Ref. No. 2604.xxx, 13‘-1“ (0.5 – 
4.0 m)

Standard, aluminium, with pressed-in 
spigot,
Ref. No. 3200.xxx, 3‘-3“ (1.0 – 
4.0 m)

Standard, aluminium, with screw-in 
spigot,
Ref. No. 3208.xxx, 13‘-1“ (1.0 – 
4.0 m)

Spigot,
Ref. No. 2605.000

Lattice beam pin Ø 12 x 65 mm with 
safety clip, 2.8 mm,
Ref. No. 4805.065

Special bolt M12 x 60 
with nut, Ref. No. 4805.060

Hinged pin Ø 12 mm, 
Ref. No. 4905.555

Base collar,
Ref. No. 2602.000

Base collar, extended, 
Ref. No. 2660.000

Base plate 60, Ref. No. 4001.060, 
0.6 m

Base plate 80, reinforced,
Ref. No. 4002.080, 0.8 m

Swivelling base plate 60, reinforced, 
Ref. No. 4003.000, 0.6 m

Head jack 60, solid, 
Ref. No. 53xx.060, 5.5 - 6.3“ 
(14  – 16 cm) fork width

Swivelling head jack 60, solid, 
Ref. No. 5312.000, 5.5 - 6.3“ 
(14 – 16 cm) fork width

Dual head jack 60, solid,
Ref. No. 5315.060

Head part for heavy-duty support, 
Ref. No. 5312.003

Base piece for heavy-duty sup-
port, 
Ref. No. 5312.002

Head jack for heavy-duty support, 
Ref. No. 5312.004

Base plate for heavy-duty support, 
Ref. No. 5312.001

Scaffolding spindles
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O-ledger, steel, Ref. No. 2607.xxx, 1‘-3“ – 13‘-7“ (0.39 – 4.14 m)

O-ledger, aluminium, Ref. No. 3201.xxx, 1‘-3“ – 10‘-1“(0.39 – 
3.07 m)

O-ledger, steel, reinforced, Ref. No. 2611.xxx, 3‘-7“ – 4‘-3“ (1.09 
and 1.29 m)

U-bridging ledger, steel, Ref. No. 2624.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 3.07 m)
U-bridging ledger, aluminium, Ref. No. 3207.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 6‘-9“ 
(1.57 – 2.07 m)

O-bridging ledger, steel, Ref. No. 2625.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 3.07 m)

U-lift-off preventer,  Ref. No. 2634.xxx, 1‘-3“ – 10‘-1“ (0.39 – 3.07 m)

U-ledger for fitting in steel decks, 
Ref. No. 2614.xxx, 2‘-1“ and 3‘-2“ (0.65 m and 0.97 m)

O-ledger for fitting in steel decks, 
Ref. No. 2614.xxx, 2‘-1“ (0.64 m)

O-support ledger, Ref. No. 2615.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ (0.73 – 3.07 m)

O-toe board, wood, Ref. No. 2642.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ (0.73 – 3.07 m)
U-toe board, wood, Ref. No. 2640.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 13‘-7“(0.73 – 4.14 m)

O-toe board, aluminium, Ref. No. 2641.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ (0.73 – 3.07 m)
U-toe board, aluminium, Ref. No. 2651.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 13‘-7“ (0.73 – 4.14 m)

U-ledger, steel, Ref. No. 2613.xxx, 1‘-5“ (0.45 m), 2‘-5“ (0.73 m) 
and 3‘-7“ (1.09 m) 

U-ledger, aluminium, Ref. No. 3203.073, 2‘-5“ (0.73 m)

U-ledger, steel, reinforced, Ref. No. 2613.xxx, 4‘-7“ (1.40 m)

U-ledger, aluminium, reinforced, Ref. No. 3203.xxx, 3‘-7“ (1.09 m) 
and 4‘-7“ (1.40 m)

Horizontal support elements, side protection

O-steel toe board, Ref. No. 2648.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ (0.73 – 3.07 m)
U-steel toe board, Ref. No. 2649.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ (0.73 – 3.07 m)
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Diagonal brace, steel for 2 m 
bay height, Ref. No. 2620.xxx, 
2‘-5“ – 13‘-7“ (0.73 – 4.14 m)

Diagonal brace, steel for 1‘-7 
1/2“ (0.5 m), 3‘-3“ (1.0 m) 
and 4‘-11“ (1.5 m) bay height, 
Ref. Nos. 5606.xxx, 5609.xxx, 
5607.xxx, 5610.xxx, 
5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ (1.57 – 3.07 m)

Diagonal brace, aluminium,
for 2 m bay height, Ref. No. 3204.
xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ (0.73 – 3.07 m)

Horizontal diagonal brace, Ref. No. 2622.207 and 2623.257, 
6‘-9“ x 3‘-7“ (2.07 x 1.09 m) and 8‘-5“ x 2‘-5“(2.57 x 0.73 m)

U-steel deck, T4, 0.32 m wide, Ref. No. 3812.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 13‘-7“ 
(0.73 – 4.14 m)

O-steel deck, T4, 0.32 m wide, Ref. No. 3861.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 13‘-7“ 
(0.73 – 4.14 m)

O-ledger horizontal diagonal, Ref. No. 2608.xxx, 
5‘-2“x 5‘-2“ (1.57 x 1.57 m) and 10‘-1“ x 10‘-1“ (3.07 x 3.07 m)

Diagonal bracing

Scaffolding decks, access decks

U-robust deck, 0.32 m wide, Ref. No. 3836.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 3.07 m)

Steel plank, perforated, Ref. No. 3880.xxx, 3‘-3“ – 8‘-2“ 
(1.00 – 2.50 m)

U-solid wood deck, 0.32 m wide, Ref. No. 3818.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 3.07 m)

U-robust deck, 0.61 m wide, Ref. No. 3835.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ 
(0.73 – 3.07 m)

O-robust deck, 0.61 m wide, Ref. No. 3853.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ 
(0.73 – 3.07 m)

U-steel deck, 0.19 m wide, Ref. No. 3801.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 3.07 m)

O-steel deck, 0.19 m wide, Ref. No. 3848.xxx, 2‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ 
(0.73 – 3.07 m)
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U-stalu deck, (0.32 m) wide, Ref. No. 3856.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 13‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 4.14 m)

U-aluminium deck, (0.32 m) wide, Ref. No. 3803.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 3.07 m)

O-robust access deck T9, (0.61 m) wide, 
with integrated access ladder*, Ref. No. 3872.xxx, 8‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ 
(2.57 – 3.07 m)

U-aluminium access deck, (0.61 m) wide, 
with integrated access ladder*, Ref. No. 3852.xxx, 8‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ 
(2.57 – 3.07 m)

Access ladder, 7-rung, 
Ref. No. 4005.007, 
7‘ (2.15 m)

U-robust access deck, (0.61 m) wide, 
with integrated access ladder*, Ref. No. 3838.xxx, 8‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ 
(2.57 – 3.07 m)

*All access decks are also available without integrated ladder

U-stalu deck, (0.61 m) wide, Ref. No. 3850.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ 
(1.57 – 3.07 m)
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U-console bracket, 
Ref. No. 2630.xxx, 
11“ (0.28 m), 1‘-3“ (0.39 m) 
and 2‘-5“ (0.73 m)

O-console bracket, 
Ref. No. 2631.xxx, 
1‘-3“ (0.39m) and 2‘-5“ 
(0.73 m)

U-console bracket, 3‘-7“ (1.09 m) 
wide, 
Ref. No. 2630.109, 3‘-7“ 
(1.09 m)

O-console bracket, 3‘-7“ (1.09 m) 
wide, 
Ref. No. 2631.109, 3‘-7“ 
(1.09 m)

O-console bracket, adjustable, 
Ref. No. 2630.069, 
2‘-3“ (0.69 m) U-ledger, for lattice beam, 

Ref. No. 4923.xxx, 
2‘-5“ and 3‘-7“ 
(0.73 m and 1.09 m)

Spigot for U-lattice beam,
Ref. No. 2656.000 

Spigot for O-lattice beam,
Ref. No. 4706.xxx 

Bracket brace, Ref. No. 2631.205, 6‘-8“ 
(2.05 m)

Brackets

Brick guard
Ref. No. 2663.xxx, 
5‘-2“ – 10‘-1“ (1.57 – 3.07 m)

Brick guard

O-lattice beam with 4 wedge heads, Ref. No. 2659.xxx, 
16‘-10 – 25‘-3“ (5.14 – 7.71 m)

U-lattice beam with 4 wedge heads, steel, 
Ref. No. 2656.xxx, 10‘-1“ – 20‘-2“ (3.07 – 6.14 m)

U-lattice beam with 4 wedge heads, aluminium,
Ref. No. 3206.xxx, 5‘-2“ – 16‘-10“ (1.57 – 5.14 m)

Lattice beams
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Stairway guardrail adaptor,
Ref. No. 2637.000

Simple scaffolding ladder, 
aluminium, Ref. No. 1004.xxx, 
9‘-6“ (2.9 m), 13‘-2“ (4.0 m), 
16‘ (4.9 m) and 18‘-8“ (5.7 m)

Simple scaffolding ladder, steel, 
Ref. No. 1002.xxx, 
4‘-11“ (1.5 m), 6‘-6“ (2.0 m), 
9‘-9“ (3.0 m) and 
13‘-1“ (4.0 m)

Swing over gate, 
Ref. No. 2627.xxx, 
2‘-5“ (0.73 m) and 3‘-3“ (1.0 m)

Spring clip, 1/2“ (11 mm) pin,
Ref. No. 1250.000)

Guardrail standard, 5‘-7“ (1.7 m), 
bended, Ref. No. 2606.170 )

Outside access, stairway tower

U-landing-type stairway, T4, 
aluminium, Ref. No. 1753.xxx, 
8‘-5“ (2.57 m) and 10‘-1“ 
(3.07 m)

O-landing-type stairway, T4, 
aluminium, Ref. No. 2633.xxx, 
8‘-5“ (2.57 m) and 10‘-1“ 
(3.07 m)

Stairway guardrail,
Ref. No. 2638.xxx, 
8‘-5“ (2.57m) and 10‘-1“ (3.07 
m)

Internal stairway guardrail,
Ref. No. 1752.000, 
8‘-5“ (2.57m) and 10‘-1“ (3.07 
m)

Landing-type stairway
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U-stairway stringer 200, 10-step, Ref. No. 2638.010, 6‘-6“ x 8‘-5“ 
(2.0 x 2.57 m)

U-stairway stringer 500, 9-step, Ref. No. 2638.009, 6‘6“ x 8‘-5“ 
(2.0 x 2.57 m)

U-stairway stringer 500, 5-step, Ref. No. 2638.004, 3‘3“ x 5‘-2“ 
(1.0 x 1.57 m)

U-stairway stringer 750, 8-step, Ref. No. 2638.008, 4‘-11“ x 8‘-5“ 
(1.5 x 2.57 m)

U-stairway stringer 750, 5-step, Ref. No. 2638.005, 3‘-3“ x 5‘-2“ 
(1.0 x 1.57 m)

Guardrail for stairs 500, 9-step,
Ref. No. 2638.100, 
6‘-6“ x 8‘-5“ (2.0 x 2.57 m)

Guardrail for stairs 500, 5-step,
Ref. No. 2638.104, 
3‘-3“ x 5‘-2“ (1.0 x 1.57 m)

Guardrail for stairs 750, 8-step, 
Ref. No. 2638.101, 
4‘-11“ x 8‘-5“ (1.5 x 2.57 m)

Guardrail for stairs 750, 5-step, 
Ref. No. 2638.105, 
3‘-3“ x 5‘-2“ (1.0 x 1.57 m)

Guardrail with child protection, 
Ref. No. 2656.xxx, 
2‘-5“ – 8‘-5“ (0.73 – 2.57 m)

O-ledger with gap cover,
Ref. No. 2609.xxx, 

U-gap cover with claw,
Ref. No. 3868.xxx, 
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Advance guardrail post T5,
Ref. No. 4031.001 

Advance guardrail post T5, 
Export
Ref. No. 4031.002 

Advance guardrail, aluminium,
Ref. No. 4031.207, 
5‘-2“ – 8‘-5“ (1.57 – 2.07 m)
Ref. No. 4031.307, 
8‘-5“ – 10‘-1“ (2.57 – 3.07 m)

Advance guardrail

End advance guardrail, 
advance guardrail for 
end face of scaffolding,
Ref. No. 4031.000

Wedge head 
coupler, rigid,
Ref. No. 2628.
xxx

Allround wall tie,
Ref. No. 2639.080, 
2‘-7“ (0.8 m)

Wedge head 
coupler, swivelling,
Ref. No. 2629.xxx

Twin wedge 
coupler,
Ref. No. 
2628.000

Couplers

Anchoring

Wedged swivel coupler with 
spindle insert,
Ref. No. 4735.000
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This brochure is intended for general information only; some 
provisions may not apply to all applications. If you have 
questions regarding specific applications, contact Layher Inc.

POST THESE SCAFFOLDING SAFETY GUIDELINES in a conspicuous 
place and be sure that all persons who erect, dismantle or use the 
scaffolding are aware of them.

I. General Guidelines
• Layher Scaffoldings must be erected, moved, altered 

or dismantled only under the supervision and direction of a 
competent person1. Hard hats and appropriate clothing must 
be worn by all persons erecting, moving, dismantling or 
using Layher Scaffoldings. OSHA requires that the employer 
shall have a competent person1 determine the feasibility and 
safety of providing fall protection for employees erecting or 
dismantling support scaffolds.

• DO NOT WORK ON SCAFFOLDS if you feel dizzy or unsteady 
in any way.

• DO NOT abuse or misuse the scaffold equipment.
• Never take chances! If you are in doubt regarding the safety 

or use of this scaffold, contact Layher Inc.
• Properly qualified personnel2 MUST ANALYZE load-carrying 

members during design. Information about the component 
load capacity and weight is available from Layher Inc.

• The scaffold assembly must be designed to comply with 
local, state and federal requirements.

Layher’s corresponding ERECTION MANUAL must be followed in 
erecting all Layher scaffolding. Erection Manuals are available 
from Layher Inc. without charge. 

1 OSHA defines “competent person” for the purpose as “one 
who is capable of identifying existing and predictable hazards 
in the surroundings or working conditions which are unsani-
tary, hazardous, or dangerous to employees, and who has 
authorization to take prompt corrective measures to elimi-
nate them.” 29 CFR 1926.450 (b).

2 OSHA defines “qualified” for this purpose as “one who, by 
possession of a recognized degree, certificate or professio-
nal standing, or who by extensive knowledge, training or 
experience, has successfully demonstrated his/her ability to 
solve or resolve problems related to the subject matter, the 
work, or the project.” 29 CFR 1926.450 (b).

} 26. SAFETY GUIDELINES

 WARNING
Wedges that are not fully seated or couplers that are not 
fully tightened will not support design loads. Failure to 
FULLY KNOCK HOME WEDGES OR TIGHTEN COUPLERS 
could cause serious INJURY or DEATH.

 WARNING
Serious INJURY or DEATH can result from your failure 
to follow all applicable safety requirements of OSHA, 
federal, state and local regulations, and these Safety 
Guidelines before erecting, using or dismantling Layher 
scaffolding.

• Erection, use, maintenance and disassembly must conform 
to current Layher instructions as well as OSHA, and all 
other federal, state and local regulations.

• These Safety Guidelines are not intended to supersede any 
OSHA, federal, state, local statues or regulations.

• These Safety Guidelines apply to Layher Scaffolding’s 
Allround and Speedyscaf products. For the erection of 
suspended scaffolds, additional precautions apply: please 
contact Layher Inc. and refer to OSHA and all other applicable 
federal, state and local regulations.

 WARNING
DO NOT USE Layher Allround posts with crimped spigots 
for suspended scaffolds. Use only posts with bolt-in 
spigots for this application.
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• SURVEY THE JOB SITE to determine ground conditions, 
strength of the supporting structure, proximity of electric 
power lines, overhead obstructions, wind conditions and the 
need for overhead or weather protection. These conditions 
must be evaluated and adequately provided for.

• DO NOT erect scaffolds near electrical power lines unless 
proper precautions are taken.

• Post/frame spacing and sill size can be determined only after 
the total loads to be imposed on the scaffold and the weight 
of the scaffold have been calculated.

• Any part of a building or structure used to support the scaf-
fold must be capable of supporting the load to be 
applied. This analysis must be done by a qualified person.

• Stationary scaffolds over 125 feet in height must be desi-
gned by a professional engineer.

• All equipment must be inspected prior to erection to see 
that it is in good condition and is serviceable. Damaged or 
deteriorated equipment must not be used. REMOVE it from 
the job site.

• Inspect all Layher “Robust Decks” prior to erection, especial-
ly for mechanical damage, deformation and rot or other dete-
rioration.

• Use only properly identified Layher components in erec-
ting scaffolds with Layher instructions or guidelines.

• Rolling Towers over 60 feet in height must be designed by 
a professional engineer.

• Horizontal and/or vertical diagonal bracing, per Erection Manual, 
is required to maintain a square and plumb scaffold structure.

• Plumb and level the scaffold until proper fit can easily be 
made. DO NOT force members to fit. Be sure the scaffold 
stays plumb and level as erection progresses.

• Ties, guys, bracing and/or outriggers may be needed to assu-
re a safe, stable scaffold assembly. The height of the 
scaffold in relation to the minimum base dimension (length 
or width), wind loads, the use of brackets or cantilevered 
platforms and imposed scaffold loads determine the need for 
sway and stability bracing.

• For detailed information regarding tying or guying of Layher 
Allround and Speedyscaf, the corresponding Erection Manual 
MUST BE USED or contact Layher Inc.

 WARNING
Fall arrest equipment attached to scaffold MAY NOT 
prevent serious INJURY or DEATH if a fall occurs.

 WARNING
FULLY KNOCK HOME WEDGES AND TIGHTEN COUPLERS 
IMMEDIATELY after placing member.

Erection of fixed scaffold

• Base plates must be used on all scaffolds, centered on the 
sills, and in firm contact with the sills. Base plates must also 
be in firm contact with other scaffold components, depending 
upon the scaffold design being followed. Be especially careful 
when scaffolding is to be erected on soft or frozen ground.

• Compensate for uneven ground by using screw jacks and 
base plates with sills. DO NOT USE unstable objects such as 
blocks, loose bricks, etc.

• Use only tools recommended by Layher for erection and 
dismantling. Layher recommends a 1.12 lbs. (50 g) hammer 
for knocking home the wedges.

• DO NOT stand, lean or put weight on horizontal members 
until the wedges are fully driven home and the couplers 
are tightened.
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 WARNING
USE ONLY LAYHER FABRICATED DECKS with LAYHER 
SPEDDYSCAF SYSTEM. Substitutions could cause a 
SCAFFOLD COLLAPSE.

• Guardrails must be used on all open sides and ends of scaf-
fold platforms. Both top and midrails are required. Local 
codes specify heights above working surface and the plat-
form height above ground when guardrails are required. Use 
at lower heights above ground if falls can cause injury. Watch 
out for local regulations!

• Toeboards must be installed whenever people are required to 
work or pass under a scaffold platform. Screening is required 
when materials are to to stacked higher than the toeboard.

• A means of access must be provided to all work platforms. If 
access is not available from the structure, access ladder 
units and swingates, decks with built-in ladders or stair-
ways must be provided. Attachable ladder units must 
extend at least 3 feet above platforms. Install access 
ladder units as scaffold erection progresses.

• Materials MUST NEVER be placed on cantilevered, side or 
end bracket platforms unless the assembly has been desi-
gned to support material loads by a qualified person. These 
types of platforms cause overturning and up-lift forces which 
must be compensated for.

• When uplift can occur, vertical members (frames or posts) 
must be pinned together.

• Consult a qualified person. The qualified person has to deter-
mine if a locking pin can be used or if bolt in spigots must be 
be used.

• DO NOT use Layher Bridging Ledgers without considering the 
loads to be supported. DO NOT cantilever Layher Bridging 
Ledgers. DO NOT cantilever Layher Girders or other horizontal 
members without special design. DO NOT cantilever Lattice 
Girders or other horizontal members without special design.

• Special care must be taken when Layher lattice girders or 
unit beams are used.

 -SpeedyScaf lattice girders must only be installed 
using special Layher girder couplers, with all bolts 
and nuts installed and tightened.

 -Trusses must overhang their supports by at least 6 inches.
 -Lateral bracing is required for all girders spans according to 

design.
 -Lattice girders and unit beams used as side or end bra-

ckets require special mounting and special bracing. 
Consult a qualified person.

 -Always use lattice girder transoms and/or spigots to sup-
port platforms when planking or when installing frames 
above Allround lattice girders. Use SpeedyScaf inter-
mediate transoms for SpeedyScaf lattice girders.

 -DO NOT connect unit beams together to form longer gir-
ders without assuring the longer girder and scaffold assem-
bly will support all imposed loads. For connection use only 
unit beam spigots and pins. Consult a qualified person.

• DO NOT install platforms between free standing towers 
unless the assembly is designed by a qualified person.

• DO NOT MOUNT material hoists and derricks on a scaffold 
unless the scaffold is specifically designed for that purpose.

• DO NOT erect scaffold on wagons, trucks or other wheeled 
vehicles.

• CHECK THE ENTIRE SCAFFOLD ASSEMBLY BEFORE USE.
  Thoroughly inspect the completed assembly to see that it 

complies with the Erection Manual and all safety codes, that 
all wedges are driven home and all couplers tightened, that it 
is level and plumb, that work platforms are fully decked and 
guardrails are in place and that safe access is provided.

• Outrigger bays or outrigger units can be used to increase the 
minimum base width of freestanding towers. If used, they 
must be installed on both sides of the tower. The resulting 
base dimension, however, may no longer be the minimum 
(or limiting) base dimension.

• Work platforms must be fully decked with Layher platform units 
in sound condition. Individual grade wood planks MUST NOT be 
used with Layher Speedyscaf Secure platform units against lift-
off.
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Use of rolling towers

• DO NOT RIDE a rolling tower. NO ONE MUST BE on a rolling 
tower WHILE it is being MOVED.

• Lock all casters before getting on a rolling tower. Casters 
must be locked at all times the scaffold is not being moved.

• DO NOT bridge between rolling towers without special 
design.

• Remove all materials from rolling tower before moving.
• Be sure floor surface is clear of debris, obstructions or holes 

before moving scaffold.
• Be sure there are no overhead obstructions or energized 

electric power lines in the path when moving a rolling 
tower.

• USE rolling towers ONLY on level surfaces.
• DO NOT PULL OR PUSH from the top. Move rolling towers 

from the base level only.

 WARNING
Serious INJURY or DEATH can result from climbing or 
working on a rolling tower on which the CASTERS ARE 
NOT LOCKED.

• According to the type of Layher caster used, either check 
the nuts or bolts at the integrated adapter or secure the 
casters to the adapters with nuts and bolts.

• Screw jacks must not increase the height of the scaffold by 
more than 12 inches. Tower must be kept level and plumb at 
all times.

• Use horizontal diagonal near the bottom (above the casters) 
and at 20-foot (6m) intervals measured from the lowest hori-
zontal diagonal. Only Layher fabricated decks must be used 
on rolling towers. Secure the decks against lift-off with the 
Layher lock against lift off.

Use of fixed scaffold

Before each work shift and after any occurrence which could 
affect the structural integrity of the scaffold, a competent per-
son must inspect the scaffold assembly to be sure it is 
assembled correctly and has not been altered; that it is level 
and plumb; that the scaffold and all components are firm and 
secure; that safe access is provided; and that there are no 
overhead obstructions and no energized electric power lines 
within 10 feet of the scaffold assembly. Correct any deficien-
cies prior to use.
• Tag the scaffolding. Use only scaffolds that have been pro-

perly tagged. For further information about tagging refer to 
ANSIA 10.8-2001.

• Use only proper access. DO NOT climb any scaffold compo-
nent unless it is specifically designed for that purpose. If 
safe access is not provided, insist that it be provided.

• Climb safely and only in access areas.
 -Face the rungs as you climb up or down.
 -Use both hands.
 -DO NOT try to carry materials while you climb.
 -Be sure of your footing and balance before you let go with 

your hands. Keep one hand firmly on ladder at all times.
 -Clean shoes and rungs to avoid slipping.
• DO NOT throw or do not let drop material on platforms.
• DO NOT jump onto planks or platforms.
• DO NOT work on slippery rungs or platforms.

• DO NOT overload platforms with materials. Special care 
must be taken when lattice girders are used.

• DO NOT use planked guardrails, boxes, ladders or other mate-
rials on top of scaffold platforms to increase working heights.

• DO NOT loosen, detach or remove any component of a scaf-
fold assembly except under the supervision of a competent 
person. Components that have been removed must be 
replaced immediately.

• DO NOT stand on platform overhangs. Stand only within 
the platform area; do not try to extend work area by leaning 
out over guardrailing.
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Erection of Allround

• Layher fabricated scaffold decks.
 -If you use Layher scaffold decks with claws that connect to 

U-transoms, use the lock against lift-off provided by Layher 
to secure the deck.

 -If you use Layher fabricated decks which connect to tubular transoms, 
use the integrated lift-off lock to secure the deck against lift-off.

• If wood planks are being used for the scaffold platform, the 
platform must be fully planked or decked between the front 
upright and guardrail post. Work platforms and walkways 
must be at least 18 inches wide.

 -Each end of each plank must overlay its support by a mini-
mum of 6 inches or be cleated.

 -Each end of each platform 10 feet long or less (longer than 
10 feet) must overhang its supports by not more than 12 
inches (18 inches). Larger overhangs must be guarded to 
prevent access to the overhang. Materials must not be sto-
red on overhangs. DO NOT stand on platform overhangs.

 -Each plank on a continuous run scaffold must extend over 
its supports by at least 6 inches and overlap each other by at 
least 12 inches.

 -Spans of 2 inch by 10 inch nominal scaffold grade plank 
must never exceed 10 feet. No more than one person must 
stand on an individual plank at one time. Loads on planks 
must be evenly distributed and not exceed the allowable 
loads for type of plank being used.

• Use fabricated decks or cleated plank to minimize platform 
interference in access areas.

UNDERSTANDING AND FOLLOWING these Safety Guidelines will 
increase your personal safety and the safety of your fellow workers.

II. Additional guidelines for Allround

Prior to erection

All wood planks used with Layher Allround must be inspected 
to see that they are graded for scaffold use, are sound and in 
good condition, and are free from saw cuts, cracks, notches, 
splits, delaminations and holes.

 WARNING
NOT ALL SPECIES AND GRADES OF LUMBER CAN BE 
USED AS SCAFFOLD PLANK. Wood planks used for 
scaffolding must be graded by an approved grading 
agency or specifically manufactured for scaffold use.

Dismantling scaffolds

• BEFORE REMOVING OR LOOSENING any component, con-
sider the effect of that action on the strength of the rest of 
the scaffold.

• Check to see if scaffold has been altered in any way which 
would make it unsafe. If so, reconstruct where necessary 
before commencing dismantling procedures. This includes all 
scaffold ties.

• Use only proper access. DO NOT climb braces, guardrails, 
or vertical members. DO NOT stand on platform overhangs.

• Visually inspect each plank or deck to be sure it is supported 
on both ends and is safe to sand or work on.

• DO NOT remove ties until scaffold above has been removed.
• Remove component immediately after loosening wedges 

or couplers.
• DO NOT accumulate removed components or equipment on 

the level being dismantled.
• Lower components in a safe manner as soon as dis-

mantled. DO NOT throw components off scaffold.
• Stockpile dismantled equipment in an orderly manner.
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